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Abstract: The linear inequality method is an algorithm for discrete Chebyshev approximation by generalized rationals. 
Stability of the method with respect to uniform convergence is studied. Analytically, the method appears uperior to all 
others in reliability. 
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Consider minimax approximation on a finite set X of a function f by ratios r = p/q, p from a 
linear space P of dimension n, q from a linear space Q of dimension m, q > 0 on X. The linear 
inequality method is a method, due originally to Loeb [6], of obtaining an approximation with a 
given maximum error (if one exists). Choose e > 0 and we wish to find a ratio r such that 
I f (x ) - r (x ) l~e ,  x~X.  
For q > 0, this is equivalent o 
-eq(x)  <~f (x )q(x ) -p (x )  <~ eq(x). (1) 
Cheney normalizes q such that q(x) >~ 1 for x ~ X (this gives no loss in generality in rationals r
with denominator q > 0) and then replaces (1) by a set of three linear inequalities which he 
numbers as (1) in his text [1, p. 170]. That system of inequalities is either consistent (it has a 
solution) or inconsistent (it has no solution). It should be noted that Roberts [10] attacks a 
problem of precisely this type without acknowledging prior work. If a best Chebyshev approxi- 
mation exists, it can in principle be found by finding the smallest e for which consistency holds. 
In practice, minimization would be an infinite process and there are rounding errors in the 
calculations, hence we must settle for an approximate minimum of e. The question we wish to 
examine is when an approximate minimum of e gives a rational which is close to a best 
Chebyshev approximation. 
Example. Let X = {0, 1} and approximate by ratios of constants to first-degree polynomials, let 
f (x)  = 2x - 1. The unique best approximation is zero, with error norm 1. Let us select 
1 k+2. .  
ek=l+k+l  k+l  p= -1 ,  q(x)=kx+l .  
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At x=0,  (fq-p)(x)=O. At x=l ,  ( fq -p ) (x )= l+k- ( -1 )=k+2 and ekq(x )=k+2. 
Hence (1) is satisfied. { e k } ---, 1 (the minimal error norm). But p(O)/q(O) = - 1 and so p/q is not 
near 0. 
We generalize this example. Approximate by ordinary rationals and let best r* be degenerate 
(that is, p* is of degree n - 2 and q* is of degree m - 2) with error norm e > 0. Then we have 
f (x ) - r * (x )=E(x) ,  IEl<e. 
Let a = min X, fl = max X, and ~, be the next point above a. There exist nonzero numbers w such 
that 
f (a )  p*(a)+w <e.  (2) q*(a) 
Select nonzero w above such that 
('y - a) min{q*(x):xEX} (3) Iwl < /~ _ e 
Next select 
then 
p(x)= [~:(x - ,~) + a] p*(x) + w, q(x) = [k(x-  a) + 1]q*(x) ;  
p(a)/q(a)= (p*(a) + w)/q*(a) 
and hence by (2) 
If(a)q(a) -p (a ) l  < eq(a). 
We have for x ~ a 
(P-* t f(x)q(x)-p(x)= q*+e [k (x -a )+ l ]q* - [k (x -a )+ l ]p* -w 
=E[k(x -a )+ l ]q* -w.  
Now select 
o,] 
then 
ekq= e[1-~ k( ; _a )  ] [k(x-a)+ l]q * 
(X - -a  I . =e[k(x-a)+l]q*  +e~-~-Z-d] q + e 
k(f l -  a) q*" 
By (3), 
ekq>_- e[k(x - a) + 1]q* + Iwl. 
By this and (4) we have (1) holding, { e k } ~ e but p(a)/q(a) -~ p*( a)/q*( a). 
(4) 
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Let us now consider generalized rationals 
R(A,x )=P(A ,x ) /Q(A ,x )= E akepk(x) a,+k~k(X)" 
k=l  =1 
We now consider sufficient conditions that near optical e imply near optimal rationals. For a 
rational R( A,. ) let the tangent space of R( A,. ) be 
S(A)= { P (B , . )+  R(A , . )Q(B , . ) :  B ~ E,+,,}. 
Theorem. Let there exist a unique best approximation R( A*,. ) whose tangent space is of dimension 
n + m - 1. Let R(Ak,  • ) satisfy (1) with e = e k and e k ~ I I f -  R(A*,. )11. Then R(Ak,  • ) ~ R(A*,- ) 
uniformly on X. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can normalize rationals uch that 
~ la ,+k l= 1. 
k=l  
Define 
(,) 
IIAII = max{ laA: 1 < i ~< n }. 
Suppose (IIAkll} were unbounded. By taking a subsequence if necessary we can assume IIAkll > k. 
By arguments of Rice [7, pp. 24-25], IIP(Ak,. )11 --' ~ and (1) is violated. Hence IIAkll is bounded. 
It has an accumulation point A °. If the inequalities 
- I I f -R (A* , . ) I IQ(A° , . )~fQ(A° , . ) -P (A° , . )~ I I f -R (A* , . ) I IQ(A° , . )  (5) 
failed, we would have failure of the inequalities 
--ekQ( Ak, . ) <~ fQ(  Ak, • ) -p (Ak , . )  <~ ekQ( Ak, • ) 
for all k sufficiently large, contrary to hypothesis. From (5) by Goldstein's convention 
[3; 8, pp. 84-89], we have I l f -R (A° ,  • ) l l - - I I f -R(A*, ' ) [ I ;  We, however, have the possibility 
that Q(A°, • ) has a zero. By the following lemma, R(A*, .  )= R(A°,  • ) and by the dimension 
n+m-1 hypothesis, A*=A °. As Q(A* , . )>0,  convergence of (R(Ak,.)} to R(A* , . )  is 
uniform. 
Remark. If S(A*)  is a Haar subspace, uniqueness follows [1, p. 164]. 
Lemma. Let R(A*,-) be uniquely best in rationals with denominators > 0 and have a unique 
representation under normalization (*). Then R(A*,.)  is also uniquely best in rationals with 
denominators >~ O. 
This is proven using arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2 of [3]. 
A useful concept in analysis of when near optimum e implies near optimum rationals is strong 
uniqueness [1, p. 165]. 
Definition. ~, is a strong uniqueness constant for f if 
I l f -  R(A, . ) l l> I I l f - / (A* , - ) [ I+  Yl lR(A,- ) -R(A*, . ) I I .  
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Rearranging the above we get 
IIf- R(A  , ' ) l l - I I f -  ( ~  e -e*  [ IR(A, ' ) -R(A* , ' ) I I~< R ,A* , ' , I I<  
3' Y 
Cheney [1, p. 165] gives sufficient conditions for y to be > 0. It would be more valuable to have a 
positive lower bound for y. 
The instability of the example and generalization to degenerate ordinary rationals is a 
problem, but once one recognizes it as an inevitable feature of rational approximation, it becomes 
merely a nuisance. It should be noted that the corresponding instability for differential correction 
(4) can be fatal. 
Analytically, the linear inequality method is foolproof (given e >1 e*, a p/q  with error norm ~< e 
is produced) and probably superior to all other known methods [5]. The author believes that a 
suitably set-up program will be the most stable of programs: decisions that have to be made are 
choice of basis for P and Q and choice of normalization. 
Lee and Roberts (5) report no failures in experiments with the method. Implementation details 
are considered by Lee and Roberts [5] and by Cheney and Southard [2]. 
Previously considered was the analytical stability of the linear inequality method. Let us now 
consider the numerical stability. In the case where f can be accurately approximated by p/q,  
there is considerable cancellation i  calculation of fq - p, that is, fq - p is small relative to fq and 
p which are large and close. Small errors in the calculation offq -p  could lead to (1) not holding 
on the computer even if it did hold with exact arithmetic. Conversely (1) could be satisfied on the 
computer without holding with exact arithmetic. 
Let us assume that p, q andfcan  be computed with small relative error as p(1 + el), q(1 + e2), 
f(1 + e3) respectively. Then we have by Wilkinson analysis [11, p. 7ff] 
f l (eq)=eq(1 + e2)(1 + 8a) = eq(1 +e 2 +81 --I- e281), 
f , ( fq -p )= [f(1 + e3)q(1 + e2)(1 + 82) -p (1  + ea)](1 + 83). 
The above suggest that eq can be computed with small relative error and fq - p can be computed 
with small absolute rror but not necessarily small relative error. Actually the assumption that p, 
q, f can be computed with small relative error may be too optimistic: see Rice [9] for difficulties. 
It has recently been suggested by Kaufman and Taylor that all algorithms for best approximation 
will have difficulties with (normalized) denominators q which are very small somewhere on X. We 
observe that if p is very small at the same place difficulties are increased. 
It seems that due to these numerical instabilities, it is wise to only roughly minimize e and to 
use higher precision especially if we want e very near minimal. 
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